January 17, 2014

The Hon. Kay Khan
Massachusetts House of Representatives
Room 146, State House
Boston, MA 02133-1054

Dear Representative Khan:

The staffs of the Federal Trade Commission Office of Policy Planning, Bureau of Economics, and Bureau of Competition appreciate the opportunity to respond to your invitation for comments on the likely competitive impact of House Bill 2009 ("H.2009" or "the Bill"). The Bill would remove certain supervision requirements now imposed on nurse practitioners ("NPs") and nurse anesthetists ("NAs") under Massachusetts law. In particular, the Bill would permit NPs and NAs to order tests and therapeutics, and issue written prescriptions, without establishing a formal supervisory agreement with a particular Massachusetts physician. It would also permit properly licensed and registered NAs and NPs to administer and dispense certain controlled substances without these types of formal supervisory agreements. Absent good grounds to continue the current supervision requirements, removing them may offer Massachusetts health care consumers and third-party payors significant benefits.

A report by the Institute of Medicine ("IOM") has identified a key role for advanced practice registered nurses ("APRNs"), including NPs and NAs, in improving the delivery of health care. The IOM – established in 1970 as the health arm of the National Academy of Sciences – provides expert advice to policy makers and the public. Based on an intensive examination of APRN practice issues, the IOM found that "[r]estrictions on scope of practice . . . have undermined [nurses'] ability to provide and improve both general and advanced care." Similarly, in 2012, the National Governors Association (NGA) reported on APRNs’ potential to address increased demand for primary care services, particularly in historically underserved areas. The report noted the high quality of primary care services provided by APRNs, who “may be able to mitigate projected shortages of primary care services.”

Additional research suggests that Massachusetts, specifically, is affected by the national health care delivery problems discussed in the IOM and NGA Reports. While Massachusetts as a whole is rich in medical resources, serious shortages exist in some areas of practice and some geographic areas within the state. For example, a recent report
by the Massachusetts Medical Association observes that primary care doctors are in short supply, describing statewide family medicine shortages as “critical” and internal medicine shortages as “severe.”7 The same report highlights regional physician shortages, especially in Western Massachusetts.8 Existing supervision requirements in Massachusetts limit the abilities of APRNs to alleviate these shortages.

APRN supervision requirements raise several related competitive concerns. By restricting APRNs’ access to the marketplace, supervision requirements may deprive health care consumers of some of the benefits that provider competition can offer. Undue impediments to competition can affect the cost and quality of available health care services and restrict provider innovation in health care delivery. Excessive supervision requirements also can exacerbate provider shortages and access problems, particularly for underserved populations that already lack adequate and cost-effective primary care services.

We recognize that patient health and safety concerns are of critical importance when states regulate the scope of practice of health care professionals, and FTC staff defer to Massachusetts on the ultimate health and safety standards that the Commonwealth may choose to establish. We recommend, however, that the legislature seek to maintain only those NA and NP supervision requirements that advance patient protection. In particular, we urge the legislature to examine carefully any purported safety justifications for the Commonwealth’s current NP and NA supervision requirements, evaluate whether these justifications are well-founded, and consider whether less restrictive alternatives would protect patients without unduly burdening competition. To that end, it may be particularly useful to look at APRN practice in states that do not require supervision, and to consider the available evidence regarding patient benefits and harms in those states, including the findings of the IOM, the NGA, and other experts in the field. If there are not good grounds to impose across-the-board supervision restrictions on all services performed by NPs and NAS, removing these restrictions in whole or part may offer significant benefits to Massachusetts health care consumers and payors.

I. INTEREST AND EXPERIENCE OF THE FTC

The FTC is charged under the FTC Act with preventing unfair methods of competition and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.9 Competition is at the core of America’s economy,10 and vigorous competition among sellers in an open marketplace gives consumers the benefits of lower prices, higher quality products and services, and greater innovation. Because of the importance of health care competition to the economy and consumer welfare, anticompetitive conduct in health care markets has long been a key focus of FTC law enforcement,11 research,12 and advocacy.13 Recently, FTC staff have analyzed the likely competitive effects of proposed advanced practice nursing regulations in other states, observing that removing overly burdensome supervision requirements can achieve significant benefits.14
II. HOUSE BILL 2009

H.2009 proposes numerous amendments to Massachusetts statutory provisions governing advanced practice nursing. Collectively, these changes would permit what is sometimes termed “independent practice” by NPs and NAs in Massachusetts. For purposes of FTC staff’s response to your comment invitation, several provisions stand out as relevant to our competition analysis.

First, amendments to Chapter 112, Section 80B of the General Laws of Massachusetts would include NAs among the named categories of APRNs, or “duly authorized nurses in advanced roles,” and would streamline APRN regulation by assigning rule-making authority to the Board of Nursing.

Second, amendments to Chapter 112, Section 80E would remove the general requirement that a NP order tests and therapeutics, or prescribe medications, only under a formal supervisory agreement with a physician. Similarly, amendments to Section 80H would remove the requirement that NAs delivering perioperative care – anesthesia and pain medicine before and after surgery – order tests and therapeutics, or prescribe medications, only under a formal supervisory agreement with physician. Amendments to Section 80H also would lift the requirement that prescriptions written by an NA, otherwise consistent with Massachusetts and federal laws and regulations, include the name of a supervising Massachusetts physician.

Third, amendments to Chapter 112, Section 211 would permit NAs to administer drugs or therapeutic agents via intravenous or extracorporeal circuit, and would permit NAs (as well as physicians) to administer (and order and supervise) anesthetic agents via intravenous or extracorporeal circuit.

Fourth, the Bill would amend Massachusetts controlled substances laws to remove supervision requirements, for certain controlled substances, for NAs and NPs otherwise registered and licensed to dispense, administer, or prescribe controlled substances. Amendments to Chapter 94C, Section 1 would stipulate that NPs and NAs are “practitioners” who are permitted to write medication orders – orders for a drug to be dispensed for immediate administration in a hospital, ambulatory care clinic, or other health care facility – for certain controlled substances. These amendments also would include NPs and NAs among those providers allowed to administer controlled substances, as appropriate, for the alleviation of pain and suffering, as well as treatment or alleviation of disease. Amendments to Chapter 94C, Section 18 would provide that prescriptions for certain controlled substances (Schedules III-VI) could be written by properly authorized and registered NAs and NPs, as clinically appropriate.

III. LIKELY COMPETITIVE BENEFITS OF H.2009

FTC staff recognize that certain professional licensure requirements and scope of practice restrictions can be important to patient welfare. Consistent with patient safety, however, we urge legislators to consider the potential benefits of enhanced competition
that H.2009 may facilitate. If APRNs are better able to practice to the extent of their education, training, and abilities, and if institutional health care providers are better able to deploy APRNs as needed, Massachusetts health care consumers are likely to benefit from lower costs, additional innovation, and improved access to health care.

a. **H.2009 WOULD LIKELY IMPROVE ACCESS TO PRIMARY CARE SERVICES, AS IT HELPS EXPAND THE SUPPLY OF SERVICES AND PROVIDERS**

The United States faces substantial and growing shortages of physicians. While these shortages will exacerbate health care access problems for many American consumers, the impact of reduced access is likely to be most acute among underserved populations and areas, due not only to geographic misalignment between rural and low-income communities and physician practice locations, but also to low physician participation in state Medicaid programs. Expanding the supply of independent primary care practitioners, and hence available primary care services, is one way to ameliorate such shortages.

The Commonwealth also faces provider shortage issues and resulting access challenges. According to a report by the Massachusetts Department of Public Health, “implementation of Health Care Reform has identified and potentially exacerbated a clear imbalance of primary care access across the state, with long wait times and closed practices.” A 2013 study by the Massachusetts Medical Association identifies persistently high wait times for internal medicine and pediatric visits. The same report, as noted above, observes that family medicine shortages are “critical,” and internal medicine shortages “severe,” statewide. Regional shortages are observed across practice areas, including primary care, especially for Western Massachusetts. Consistent with those findings, the NGA report points out that there are 75 federally-designated primary care Health Professional Shortage Areas (“HPSAs”) in Massachusetts.

Many health care authorities see wider deployment of APRNs as crucial to addressing both extant and projected access problems, including in Massachusetts. APRNs are the fastest-growing segment of the primary care professional workforce in the United States, and they make up a greater share of the primary care workforce in less densely populated, less urban, and lower income areas, as well as in federally-designated HPSAs. Relative to primary care physicians, APRNs are more likely to practice in underserved areas and to care for large numbers of minority patients, Medicaid beneficiaries, and uninsured patients. In addition, some reports suggest that more APRNs practice in states that allow independent practice (i.e., practice without immediate supervision or collaborative agreement requirements). A study of physician supply and demand by the American Association of Medical Colleges recognizes that one way to meet “future demand for physician services is expanding the role of... NPs where the physician shortage is expected to be greatest, i.e., in primary care.” The AAMC also recognizes that expanding the primary care roles now filled by NPs (and physician assistants) can free up physicians to focus on more complex cases or more severely ill patients. With respect to Massachusetts, specifically, a study conducted for the
Massachusetts Division of Health Care Finance and Policy suggests some of the potential for regulatory reform: “Given widespread agreement that there is a critical shortage of primary care physicians in the Commonwealth, expanding scope-of-practice ... [for APRNs] could be a viable mechanism for increasing primary care capacity and reducing health care costs.” Thus, if Massachusetts eliminates APRN supervision requirements, the Commonwealth may benefit from growth, both in the number of APRNs providing primary care services and in the overall availability of primary health care services.

Similar issues face rural hospitals and surgical facilities seeking to provide adequate anesthesia services during surgery and adequate pain treatment before and after surgery. According to one source, more than half of all anesthesiologists practicing in Massachusetts are based in two counties, Suffolk and Middlesex. Indeed, several Massachusetts counties have very few board-certified anesthesiologists, and Nantucket has none. That may reflect a local undersupply of anesthesiologists; and because NAs cannot practice without physician supervision, it may limit both providers’ ability to deploy NAs to help meet demand and training opportunities for NAs in underserved areas. It is worth noting that, nationwide, NA practices disproportionately serve rural patients, and NAs are better able to help fill unmet needs when they are able to practice more flexibly in underserved areas. It appears that H.2009’s proposed changes to NA supervision requirements alone—with no increase or redistribution of the state’s health care workforce, and no further expansion of the scope of NA practice—could have a significant impact on access to NA providers and services. For example, H.2009 would increase the population of independent, licensed anesthesia providers in Hampden County by more than 60 percent.

In sum, the Bill’s elimination of APRN supervision requirements may improve access to primary care and other needed services, including surgical and perioperative anesthesia services, especially for rural and other underserved populations.

b. H.2009 COULD HELP TO MODERATE HEALTH CARE COSTS AND PRICES

Mandatory physician supervision requirements can impose unnecessary costs on the supervising physician and the supervised APRN, as well as any institutional health care providers potentially employing them. When this regulatory burden is reduced (e.g., by removing particular physician supervision requirements), the supply of professionals willing to offer those services at any given price increases. Expansion of supply tends to lower prices for everyone, which will be particularly beneficial in underserved areas and for underserved populations. Even in well-served areas, supply expansion will tend to lower prices and reduce health care costs.

Moreover, because APRNs tend to be relatively low cost providers, expanding their ability to provide additional services may lower the average costs of those services, potentially enhancing savings associated with a supply expansion. Although FTC staff have not independently projected any specific potential savings from H.2009, we note that a study conducted for the Commonwealth of Massachusetts by RAND Health does
suggest a particular range of savings that expanded APRN (and physician assistant) scope of practice could achieve, due to the lower costs and prices that tend to be associated with APRN-delivered services: "between 2010 and 2020, Massachusetts could save $4.2 to $8.4 billion through greater reliance on NPs and PAs [physician assistants] in the delivery of primary care." The same report indicates additional potential savings of up to $6 billion, if regulatory and payment reform were to facilitate expanded use of retail clinics. NAs also are relatively low cost providers, and at least one study suggests that independent NA practice is the most cost-effective model for anesthesia care.

c. H.2009 COULD HELP TO FOSTER INNOVATION IN HEALTH CARE DELIVERY

As the health care marketplace evolves, new models of provider organization and collaboration typically represent an important form of innovation in health care delivery. Restrictions on APRNs may limit not only physician-APRN collaborations, but also the ability of health care providers to develop, test, and implement the most efficient teams of primary care and anesthesia professionals. Proponents of team-based care have recognized the importance of innovation in this area, and the diversity of approaches to team-based care that may be successful in different practice settings, or in treating different patient populations. In general, laws and regulations should promote this kind of innovation, not limit it, directly or indirectly. Rigid physician supervision requirements not only restrict competition by independent APRNs, but also may constrain the ability of physician practices, hospitals, clinics, and other providers to experiment with flexible oversight and collaboration arrangements for employed or contractually-affiliated APRNs.

For example, APRNs have played an important role in the expansion of "retail" or "limited service clinics" ("LSCs") in Massachusetts and many other states. LSCs typically are staffed by APRNs and offer consumers an efficient and convenient way to obtain basic medical care at competitive prices. APRN-staffed clinics generally offer weekend and evening hours, which provide greater flexibility for patients, and may provide competitive incentives for other types of clinics to offer extended hours as well. By eliminating restrictions on APRNs' ability to work independently within their full scope of practice, the Bill may increase both the number and types of clinics available to Massachusetts consumers.

Other reports highlight diverse private and public innovations in deploying APRNs in team-based health care. Regulatory flexibility may be key to this type of innovation, to the extent that providers and other health experts have not settled on a single best model of team based care. As one report observes, "[e]ach health care team is unique—it has its own purpose, size, setting, set of core members, and methods of communication."
IV. APRN SUPERVISION REQUIREMENTS SHOULD SERVE WELL-FOUNDED PATIENT PROTECTION CONCERNS

FTC staff fully recognize the critical importance of patient health and safety. None of the forgoing discussion is meant to downplay the valid health and safety concerns reflected in many regulations governing health care professionals. We defer to state legislators to survey the available evidence, determine the optimal balance of policy priorities, and define the appropriate scope of practice for APRNs and other health care providers. As the Massachusetts legislature engages in this exercise, however, we urge it to carefully consider the findings of the IOM and other expert bodies – findings based on decades of research and experience – on issues of APRN safety, effectiveness, and efficiency. The IOM, based on an extensive review of the safety literature, has recommended that nurses be permitted by state licensing laws to practice to the full extent of their training.

The IOM Report notes that 16 states and the District of Columbia allow APRNs to practice and prescribe independently, and that no differences in safety and quality have been associated with state laws that permit APRNs to practice independently. The ability to write prescriptions is one of the defining criteria for independent APRN practice and has been an ongoing source of contention. As the IOM observes, however, studies have examined outcomes associated with APRNs that have independent prescribing authority, and the results have suggested that APRN and physician primary care outcomes are comparable. FTC staff are not aware of any contrary empirical evidence to support the contention that there are patient harms or risks particularly associated with APRN prescribing.

FTC staff also understand that the distribution, prescription, and use of controlled substances may prompt heightened regulatory concern. There have been, for example, ongoing national concerns about diversion and misuse of pain medicines. Our sister agency, the federal Food and Drug Administration, “has become increasingly concerned about the abuse and misuse of opioid products,” in particular, and may shortly propose new regulations for hydrocodone combination products. Likewise, we understand that various medical risks may be associated with certain pain management procedures, and we do not attempt to assess those risks for the medical contexts in which they apply.

However, staff recommends that the legislature consider whether APRN administration or prescription of controlled substances raises particular concerns and, if so, whether physician supervision requirements are likely to be successful or cost-effective ways minimize any added risk. It may be relevant to consider, in particular, that H.2009 would not remove state or federal oversight of controlled substance prescribing, distribution, or administration. In addition, the 2012 NGA Report identifies 15 states, plus the District of Columbia, in which APRNs may independently prescribe controlled substances and staff encourages the legislature to look to the experience of those states when weighing any health or safety risk that may be associated with H.2009.
Current Massachusetts supervision requirements appear to impede NAs particularly in their ability to provide anesthesia care and perioperative pain treatment to the extent permitted in other states. The IOM Report observes that NAs administer more than 65% of all anesthetics to U.S. patients, and that, generally, they “[a]dminister anesthesia and provide related care before and after surgical, therapeutic, diagnostic, and obstetrical procedures, as well as pain management.” The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services has reviewed several times the available literature on the quality of anesthesia services in publishing rules regarding the provision of hospital anesthesia services, under the Medicare and Medicaid programs, but has not found that risks suggest further restrictions on NA practice. For example, in 2001, the Centers for Medicaid and Medicare Services (“CMS”) concluded that anesthesia services generally were safe and, in particular, that there was “no need for Federal intervention in State professional practice laws governing [NA] practice. . . . [and] no reason to require a Federal rule in these conditions of participation mandating that physicians supervise the practice of [state-licensed NAs].” The IOM too, has reviewed the safety literature, suggesting that “evidence shows that [NAs] provide high-quality care . . . [while] there is no evidence of patient harm from their practice.”

We encourage Massachusetts legislators to review available empirical literature, as well as evidence from other states with less restrictive NP and NA supervision requirements, particularly when assessing continued reliance on broad statutory supervision requirements.

V. CONCLUSION

H.2009 would streamline APRN regulation and permit APRNs to more fully employ their education and experience in serving Massachusetts health care consumers, with regulatory oversight, but without certain formal physician supervision requirements now imposed under Massachusetts law. Absent countervailing safety concerns regarding APRN practice, removing these supervision requirements has the potential to benefit consumers by improving access to care, containing costs, and expanding innovation in health care delivery. Accordingly, we encourage legislators to consider whether these requirements are necessary to assure patient safety in light of your own regulatory experience, the findings of the IOM and other expert bodies, and the experience of other states. Removing unnecessary and burdensome requirements may benefit Massachusetts consumers by increasing competition among health care providers.
Respectfully submitted,

Andrew I. Gavil, Director  
Office of Policy Planning

Martin S. Gaynor, Director  
Bureau of Economics

Deborah Feinstein, Director  
Bureau of Competition

---
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